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Top 10 Happiest Countries in the World
Ranked in 2022 Global Happiness Report

Hungary, 12.04.2022, 06:02 Time

USPA NEWS - In the troubled times of war and a pandemic, the World Happiness Report 2022 comes just in time for Spring. In a
bright light from the pandemic, was the increased rate of social support and kindness.

This year marks the 10th anniversary of the World Happiness Report, which uses global survey data to report on how people evaluate
their own lives in more than 150 countries around the world. “A decade ago, governments around the world expressed the desire to
put happiness at the heart of the global development agenda, and they adopted a UN General Assembly resolution for that purpose,”
stated UN Economist Jeffrey Sachs. “The World Happiness Report grew out of that worldwide determination to find the path to greater
global well-being. World leaders should take heed. Politics should be directed, as the great sages long ago insisted, to the well-being
of the people, not the power of the rulers.”

Ten years of proprietary data covering more than 150 countries provides a unique stock-taking opportunity. The three biggest gains
were in Serbia, Bulgaria, and Romania. This year, as in most years, Europe dominates, with Finland retaining its number one ranking
for the fifth year in a row.

The Top 10 Happiest Countries are:
1: Finland
2: Denmark
3: Iceland
4: Switzerland
5: Netherlands
6: Luxembourg
7: Sweden
8: Norway
9: Israel
10: New Zealand
11-16 rankings include: Austria, Australia, Ireland, Germany and finally Canada, which dropped 10 places from a high of 5th in 2010.
The United States took 16th place, showing improvement compared to last year, moving up from 19th place on the list.

The World Happiness Report survey data also found that despite the effects of the pandemic, “helping strangers, volunteering, and
donations” in 2021 strongly spiked in every part of the world, reaching levels almost 25% above their pre-pandemic prevalence.

It is reported that in the U.S., the greater the threat of COVID to a community, the more Americans financially contributed to help their
neighbors and towns and values such as compassion, familial support, and generosity with time and money, were flourishing during
the pandemic.

The Report is formed using survey data from Gallup, and asks people to imagine their life as a ladder, with the 10th rung as a most
fulfilled life, and 0 being “Dystopia,” a fictional world where everything is awful. Participants, usually 2,000-3,000 per country, are then
asked to use a measure from zero to 10 to rate their opinion on the national Gross Domestic Product, life expectancy, generosity,
social support, freedom, and corruption. Those answers are not averaged and added to the ladder score, but rather kept only as a
means to potentially show why some countries rank lower than others.

For example, France ranks much higher than Italy, despite enjoying the same economic, medical, technological, and cultural stature.
One can look into the sub-categories to gather why someone’s position on the ladder is lower. Between these two, looking at the sub-
categories shows that Italians perceive their country as less-free than French residents.

Rather than celebrating the success of industrialized, technologically-sophisticated countries, the WHR is meant to be, as Sachs
explained, a way to try and show countries how to improve their citizens’ happiness, understanding that happy citizens equals a more



prosperous society.

Thank you for reading my article. These are merely my thoughts and insights based on the facts. I use only verified sources. No fake
news here. I write about a variety of subjects, mainly things I want to research and know more about. You can check out my website –
Small Village Life at smallvillagelife.com, where I share useful articles and news.

Wendy writes for the United States Press Agency and is a former columnist with the Fulton County Expositor, Wauseon, Ohio.
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